
Multi-Purpose Comfort Mat

GelPro’s Multi-Purpose Comfort Mats with Mossy Oak camo patterns are the perfect fit for outdoor 
enthusiasts. Show your love for the great outdoors with a GelPro mat in front of your kitchen sink 
or stove, in your hunting lodge, lease or camper, on your boat, or at your workbench. These mats 
also make a great addition to your deer blind where you stand or kneel for extended periods of 
time. Want to avoid the clink and clatter of shells hitting the blind floor? These mats can dampen 
that sound as well.

Since 1986, Mossy Oak has created dozens of unique, industry-leading hunting patterns that 
resemble the natural environment. With advanced photorealistic 3D imagery, cutting-edge 
concealment technologies, and the most effective designs for every species and season, Mossy 
Oak patterns have been proven in the field for decades. Get your GelPro Mossy Oak mat today 
and enjoy the outdoors in comfort!

Mossy Oak Break-Up Country features a variety 
of elements found throughout North America. 
The elements are true to nature’s size and provide 
the perfect amount of depth and shadowing.

The most popular and proven lethal pattern to 
ever hit the spring woods. Mossy Oak Obsession 
was developed for turkey hunters to provide both 
concealment for the hunt and support for the 
resource through partnership with the National 
Wild Turkey Federation.

Shown: GelPro Elite™ 20x36

Shown: GelPro Elite™ 20x36



NewLife® by GelPro
Multi-Purpose Comfort Mat
18x30 msrp:  $34.95
20x32 msrp:  $49.95
20x48 msrp:  $74.95
20x72 msrp:  $119.95
30x108 msrp:  $299.95

GelPro Elite™

Premium Comfort Mat
20x36 msrp:  $124.95
20x48 msrp:  $169.95
20x72 msrp:  $249.95
30x108 msrp:  $599.95

Ideal in lodges, leases, blinds, on boats or wherever you stand

Multi-Purpose Comfort Mat

Mossy Oak’s Shadow Grass Blades pattern 
features a precise arrangement of individual blades 
of grass onto a background of thatch consisting 
of lesser or dead grass, to create the perfect pure 
grass pattern.

Mossy Oak’s Mountain Country features 100% 
true-to-nature, three-dimensional elements of 
natural Rocky Mountain alpines, conifers, 
sagebrush and rock. Made to match the 
high-country environment like your determination 
matches the challenge of hunting big game in 
the mountains.

Sizes &
Pricing

Shown: GelPro Elite™ 20x36

Shown: GelPro Elite™ 20x36
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